URING A SPAN OF SEVERAL WEEKS IN LATE 2005, the number of African migrants seeking entrance to the Spanish enclaves of Melilla and Ceuta on Morocco’s Mediterranean coast spiked sharply. In order to make it to Spain, thousands of migrants stormed the twin razor-topped fences separating the Spanish territory from Morocco. The reaction of the Spanish and Moroccan authorities was swift, brutal, and deadly.

Police from Spain’s Guardia Civil shot rubber bullets at the migrants from close range, beat them, and forcibly pushed them back through the fence into Morocco, according to testimony provided by migrants to human rights groups. Some eyewitnesses reported that migrants clambering through barbed wire were at times fired upon simultaneously by authorities on both sides of the fence. Not all the bullets fired were rubber: Autopsies revealed that two of the dead were killed by live ammunition. More than 10 other migrants died in the encounter.

With images of the violence beamed across the globe, Spain found itself uncomfortably positioned at the center of an increasingly fervid European debate. Driven by extreme poverty and in some cases escaping persecution, the number of Africans and others migrating to Europe has grown substantially in recent years. In addressing the influx, as well as fears of attendant security concerns, European governments are pursuing unprecedented measures and also raising concerns about the treatment of migrants and asylum seekers.

The Spanish government’s get-tough stance in Melilla and Ceuta simply shifted its problem. With the northern route closed off, West African migrants began targeting Spain’s Canary Islands, located off the Pacific coast of Morocco, in unprecedented numbers. By early summer 2006, the number of migrants landing in the Canaries had already doubled the number that arrived in all of 2005.

Spain’s next move: Boost naval patrols along the African coast and ship detainees to Mauritania, where the Spanish Defense Ministry began constructing a migrant detention and processing center in an abandoned school in March. For migrant advocates in Spain, concerned that detainees will not receive proper medical treatment or hearings to determine their status, the detention center is simply an attempt by the government...
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On its borders, new problems

Driven by extreme poverty and in some cases escaping persecution, the number of Africans and others migrating to Europe has grown substantially in recent years.
to wash its hands of the problem and hide it from public view.

“When they began building this center there was no public reaction,” says Fernando Herrera of the Spanish Commission for Refugee Assistance. “[Spaniards] fear there is an invasion; they worry about losing their jobs; and Spanish politicians increase this fear by pointing to the riots in France as an example of what can happen when you allow too many immigrants into the country. So the government exports the problem, builds camps, and relieves itself of the responsibility of doing anything for these people.”

For Herrera and other migrant rights activists in Europe, the Mauritania facility is the latest example of what they call the “externalization” of Europe’s migration controls to the fringes of the continent and beyond. While the borders between European countries have become more open in recent years, European governments have agreed to a number of external border control policies aimed at stopping migrants and asylum seekers before they enter the European Union (EU).

As part of this effort, European governments have undertaken joint naval patrols along the Mediterranean and West African coasts and established high-tech surveillance facilities in various Mediterranean countries to help detect illicit crossings. Island outposts on the Canaries, Malta, and Italy’s Lampedusa Island have become key detention sites as part of this strategy.

The intensified policing effort corresponds closely with the EU’s expansion to 25 member states in 2004, which extended its borders further east. Consequently, EU governments have spent lavishly on training programs aimed at increasing the border policing capacities of the newest member states, in the hope of addressing criminal activity there and clamping down on illegal migration.

To coordinate a joint response, the European Commission (EC) also created a new border security agency called Frontex, which went into operation in May 2005 on the strength of a 9 million euro ($11.5 million) budget. During the agency’s June 2005 inauguration event, Franco Frattini, the EC’s commissioner for justice, freedom, and security, said that cooperation on border policing was necessary to address an array of security problems, including “the specter of international terrorism, the human tragedies of victims of trafficking, and the equally sad and grave consequences of illegal immigration into the EU.”

Frontex dispatched a fleet of boats, planes, and special response teams in May to aid patrolling efforts off the coasts of Morocco, Mauritania, and Senegal. According to a Frontex spokesperson, the effort, which included support from nine European countries, was aimed at “helping assure the proper flow of information about illegal immigrants . . . helping Europol with the identification of traffickers . . . [and] helping the Spanish authorities with repatriations.” The action, however, drew sharp criticism from human rights organizations, which argued that patrolling the coast simply forced migrants to take more perilous routes.

EU leaders have also vigorously lobbied their counterparts in Africa and Eastern Europe to help stop the influx of migrants. In July, officials from 57 African and European countries held a ministerial conference in Rabat, Morocco, to discuss cooperative strategies. Among the 62 measures adopted at the conference were proposals to undertake joint monitoring of sea and land routes, to implement poverty reduction aid packages, and to produce rules aimed at streamlining repatriation efforts. Noticeably absent from the agreements was any mention of asylum. “All they were really interested in talking about is security and the external dimension of migration,” Caroline Intrand of the French-based group Migreurop comments. “Their action plan is about how to manage migration; there was nothing about refugees or asylum.” She adds: “The fundamental rights of these people are often ignored.”

Few issues have received as much criticism as Europe’s push to build so-called offshore detention centers. Spain’s decision to build the Mauritania center came on the heels of a long, heated discussion in Europe over whether to establish processing procedures in neighboring countries aimed at forcing migrants to submit asylum claims before reaching European soil. In 2003, the government of British Prime Minister Tony Blair suggested establishing “transit processing centers” on the non-EU side of Europe’s borders, but the idea was quickly abandoned after it met strong resistance from a number of European governments, including Germany, which referred to the proposed centers as “concentration camps.” The idea was revived a year later but ultimately met the same fate.

While publicly rejecting the idea, the EU has found other, more discrete ways to push through plans for “offshore” detention, as Human Rights Watch discovered during a 2005 investigation of migrant and asylum seeker conditions in Uganda. The group reported that the EU had given the International Organization for Migration (IOM), a Geneva-based intergovernmental organization dedicated to “promoting humane and or-
Some Kashmiris think the killings in their earthquake-devastated region were intended to incite public turmoil and stop Pakistan’s peace process with India—an objective shared by jihadi groups and their sympathizers within the army.

The army blamed infiltrators from India. But on the morning of May 17, two men said to be armed with Sten submachine guns and knives accosted girls on their way to school in the village of Sanghola. Alerted by the girls’ screams, villagers surrounded the school and captured the men. The assailants claimed to be road workers, but body searches revealed ID cards of the kind carried by the Pakistan Army’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI). Around noon, villagers escorted the two men, on foot, to the local police station at nearby Rawalakot. At 11:30 p.m., six army officers, including a colonel and a brigadier, took the captured men at gunpoint from the station.

I traveled to Azad Kashmir in June to survey earthquake relief efforts. But upon my arrival, I was immediately confronted by reports of these attacks from terrified Kashmiris.

The last killing I heard of occurred on June 10 in the town of Gulpur. I had to cut short my investigation when ISI agents began to follow me and interrogate my hosts, asking about my interest in the chura (“daggers,” meaning the killings) and “camps” (meaning the activities of jihadi groups). While no direct evidence links the ISI to the killings, many native Kashmiris I talked to and most nationalists—banned from elections, since they advocate
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THE 7.6-MAGNITUDE EARTH-quake that struck Pakistan last October killed 75,000 people. But the deaths did not end there. In May, the Pakistan Army forced out most foreign relief workers from the still-devastated region of Azad Kashmir, the Pakistan-controlled part of the disputed province. Days later, 38 people in villages of southern Azad Kashmir had their throats cut or were beheaded. The youngest victim was 4 months old.
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